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Register Now (no charge) for our preparation purposes !
www.southshoreseahawks.org
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Bring your own salads + desserts + beverages of choice

Coach Rick Johnson
&
Family

Rick Johnson has hockey in his blood—he alway has, and
he alway will. The South Shore native grew up playing
Duxbury Youth Hockey, then brought his talents to Noble &
Greenough before ultimately lacing up for Colgate
University. Several knee operations and a broken hand
halted his competitive playing; but, in no way did it hamper
his affection for the game. He, along with his father, Dick,
are part of the successful Mite A team coaching tree that
brought the squad to the semi-finals. Coach Johnson has a
keen sense of hockey, both from the past and the present.

SN: How many kids in the SeaHawks?
RJ: I have my Mite A—Ryan!
SN: Who was your hockey influence?
RJ: My father, Dick. He was from
Minneapolis and was a successful player.
He coached me in town hockey and
played with me on the ponds!
SN: What’s changed in the last 20 years?
RJ: Well, I played in the 70s and 80s!
Back then we played twice per week: one
practice, one game. There were only
about 25 kids at each level, so it was
really just an A team and a B team.
Everything we did was on the big ice—
even Mites. So, I like the change to small
ice for the Mites. We also checked as
Mites in those days. I believe there are
benefits/detriments to “no check” hockey.
SN: What is the direction of hockey?
RJ: I see more skill with the lighter
equipment. There’s more speed and it’s
easier to shoot with the new sticks. Yet, I
hope the game promotes more passing
and team play as I feel that certain
elements suffer with such a heavy focus
on individual skill.

SN: Who was your hockey role model?
RJ: My father ! He was a great player at
Colgate. He didn’t just coach me and my
friends—he played with us on the ponds.
He “thought” he was Brad Park—but we
“thought” he was Bobby Orr! He taught us
more than skills and tricks of the trade.
He emphasized the need for hustle!
SN: Favorite NHL’ers, past and present?
RJ: Middleton, Bergeron, Kane, Krug!
SN: About you, now… favorite junk food?
RJ: My mom’s chocolate chip cookies !
SN: Favorite dessert?
RJ: Rice Krispy Treats and Mud Pies!
SN: Favorite movie?
RJ: “Super Troopers,” (but my buddies
from Colgate made it and star in it!)
SN: Favorite TV show?
RJ: “The Walking Dead”
SN: Favorite book?
RJ: “The Bonfire of the Vanities”
SN: Advice for today’s player?
RJ: Enjoy! Play with your friends—I still
play with my Mite line mate! Play other
sports. I’ve made many hockey friends,
but the best ones are from town hockey.

SEAHAWKS MOVIE DAY !!!

What: The original “Raiders of the Lost Ark” on the Big Screen !
When: Thursday, April 21 (vacation week) at 10:00 a.m.
Where:Mill Wharf Cinema at Scituate Harbor
Cost: $5 donation + cash snack bar
Who: SeaHawks players, family, friends, and anyone who wants
to support the SeaHawks !

“Jake is a big, strong winger,” were the first
words spoken by Coach Andy Spinale when
asked to describe his Squirt B2 Blue player
Of course, he was speaking about the
youngster with a dangerous right-handed
shot, Jake O’Malley. “Jake loves battling for
the puck in the corners and gives 100 %
effort all the time. He’s a great kid and a
great teammate!” Coach Ed Smith also
weighed in on the winger. “Jake’s play and
spirit energize teammates.” This type of
play—and hustle, are what makes Jake
O’Malley such a valuable member of the
program. Jake was gracious enough to
share a bit about himself with the members
of SeaHawks Nation!

SN: What team did you play for in
2015-16 ?
JO: I was on the Squirt B2 Blue !
SN: Who were your coaches?
JO: Coaches Spinale, Smith, and
Riley
SN: What’s your favorite position to
play?
JO: I love playing center
SN: Who are your favorite NHL
stars?
JO: Alex Ovechkin and Sidney
Crosby
SN: What’s your favorite ice hockey
arena to play your games?
JO: The Hyannis Arena down the
Cape
SN: Now about you.. favorite junk
food?
JO: Gushers!
SN: Favorite Dessert?
JO: Ice Cream !!!

SeaHawks Forward
Jake O’Malley

SN: Favorite Movie?
JO: Minions
SN: Favorite TV Show?
JO: Lab Rats
SN: Favorite Book?
JO: “Zoo Break,” by Gordon Karman
SN: Favorite sport other than ice hockey?
JO: Lacrosse
SN: Favorite School Subject?
JO: Math !
SN: Why do you like playing SeaHawks?
JO: I like playing for the SeaHawks because
I know all the kids on my team—and its’ a
town team!

Chris Mullen is the athletic director for the South Shore SeaHawks. In
current sports terms, that means he’s the director of all on-ice hockey
operations: level directors, coaches, team decisions, etc.. all fall under his
umbrella. Chris played for Plymouth Youth Hockey, Archbishop Williams,
then for Suffolk University. He is a well-known face in SeaHawks Nation.
Chris is using this forum to answer FAQs.

Question #1: Why does my child play 1/2 ice or 3/4 ice at the Mite Level?
CM: This is a directive from USA Hockey that all children at the Mite Level play on “age appropriate

surface.” The SeaHawks fall under Massachusetts Hockey and USA Hockey. The rest of the
country already plays at age-appropriate ice surface for the entire year. Massachusetts Hockey,
however, applies each year for a waiver that allows 8 full-ice games.
Question #2: Are there too many kids on the ice to run an effective Skills Session?
CM: No, there are not. The amount of kids on the ice is not the relevant concern. What is most
relevant is the amount of time those kids are in motion, as well as the number of discipline sections
and the amount of coaches on the ice. We consistently have a ratio of 1 coach to every 7-8 kids.
Question #3: Why is my child’s practice so late at night?
CM: Our first consideration is having the older kids take the latest available practice, then work
backwards. In a perfect world everyone would practice at 6:00 pm. But, the reality is that in
Eastern Massachusetts ice time is extremely limited. We are constantly on the hunt for new ice
times! Practice times and slots are scrutinized at length during board meetings to provide the best
and most fair experience for the entire program.
Question #4: Why does the Yankee Conference require neck guards yet the South Shore
Conference does not?
CM: Yankee and South Shore conferences are separate entities with different governing
requirements. The SeaHawks enter teams in both leagues and follow the rules of each.
Question #5: Do I need to sharpen my kid’s skates every 2 weeks?
CM: No, you don’t. In my opinion, there is too much skate sharpening. I constantly hear: “Oh, my
kid keeps falling down—I gotta sharpen his skates.” No. The kids are falling because they are in
the development stage of ice hockey. No worries. Children simply do not apply enough pressure
to dull the blades quickly. The younger kids are light, yet they are skating on the same steel blade
as a 220 lb. man. Preventive tips for damaging the blades: make sure they do not walk on
concrete (yes, it happens all the time), cover the blades with soft guards, and never drop a hockey
bag on a hard surface.

Girls U10-A coach and former board member Peter Thompson called in to SeaHawks Nation from sunny
Tampa Bay recently. Coach Thompson was enjoying the Men's "Frozen 4" college hockey championships,
but the primary purpose of the trip was to present the Hockey Humanitarian Award. HHA recognizes college
hockey's finest citizen or as Coach puts it -"the player that does all the good stuff off the ice.” Peter was
gracious to share his thoughts on the prestigious HHA.

HHA recipient Chris Dylewski and
Pete Thompson

SN - How did you get involved with the Hockey Humanitarian Award Foundation?
PT - A business client in Minneapolis was on the HHA board and introduced the idea to me about
9 years ago. He knew I was a big college hockey fan and at the time, I was with another
foundation that supported a camp in NH for low income city kids. So I guess the charity/hockey fit
was there.
SN - What type of service projects do these players involve themselves with?
PT - How many pages can this newsletter be? These men and women do amazing things at the
local, national and global levels. They create foundations and events to support the causes that
they're passionate about. They influence team-mates and other athletes on campus to join the
collective effort. Their projects range from sled hockey games for wounded veterans, to providing
grants to former hockey players with spinal cord injuries, to building playgrounds in a remote
Russian village, to offering college scholarships to teenagers working on rice fields in Indonesia,
to providing medical care in an Kenyan orphanage, etc, etc, etc. As you can see, it's a very
diverse set of initiatives.

Hockey Humanitarian Award Continued…

SN - ...and even an impressive local story, correct?
PT - Yes! SeaHawk Alum Jamie Murray is a 2 time HHA finalist. On top of excelling inside the
Babson College classroom and being awarded the NCAA Div 3 player of the year, Jamie has
raised over $45,000 for charity. He has done this over the last 7 years through his Cure for Cole
wiffle-ball tourney and memorial roller hockey tourney.
SN - Any other SeaHawks connections to HHA?
PT - Yes, former Yale captain and HHA winner, Aleca Hughes, lead 3 of our girls teams in
practice. Also, World Academy of Hockey coach Gary Hebert has donated his time to run
SeaHawks practices and skills sessions. Coach Hebert was one of the founders of HHA 21 years
ago.
SN - So, the million dollar question, who won this year?
PT - Chris Dylewski, a goaltender from the Air Force Academy, won this year. Chris is active in
many service projects on and off campus, but his primary focus is on his foundation, Rise Inc.
Rise identifies teenagers from low income communities with great leadership potential and great
community project ideas. Rise has matched 12 of these young adults with members of it's Board
of Advisors and Mentors to see their projects through. As part of Chris's selection, Rise received
a $3,000 grant from HHA.
SN - Thanks for your time and any closing thoughts for SeaHawks readers?
PT - As for the SeaHawks and community outreach, we started our Thanksgiving food

drive 4-5 years ago. SeaHawks President Ed Smith has expressed the critical importance
of giving back to our 3 communities, and the food drive is a terrific way to make a
meaningful impact. Sadly, Scituate's food pantry just lost a long time volunteer in Butchie
Caswell. Butchie once shared with me that - "it's usually not families that depend on the
pantry for an extended periods. It's often just a bridge when they fall on hard times, and
this happens to many more families than you might think." WAY TO GO SEAHAWKS!

ANNOUNCEMENTS !!!!

Coaches: Register at usahockey.com
before July 31st and receive
reimbursement from the SeaHawks!
2016-17 Teams: Shall be announced
prior to May 1st
Bantams: “Shooters Clinic” in late
Spring/Early Summer

Remember the April 21st movie day
and May 7th banquet !!!

